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The rotational Zeeman effect spectra of 3-Fluoropyridine and 2,6-Difluoropyridine have been
measured. The molecular <7-values are gaa = —0.0917(5), gbb= —0.0476(5), gCc= +0.0194(5) for
3-Fluoropyridine and gaa = - 0.0573(6), gbb= -0.0311(6), gcc= + 0.0102(6) for 2,6-Difluoropyridine. The values for the magnetic susceptibility anisotropics in units of 10~6erg/(G2 mol) are
2Xaa-\-Xbb+ Xcc= 53.3(8), 2Xbb—Xcc—Xaa —60.5(7) for 3-Fluoropyridine and 2Xaa~ X bb
—_X"CC= 48.4(11), 2Xbb—XCc—X-aa = 51.7(11) for 2,6-Difluoropyridine. Subtraction of the
local atom contributions to the magnetic susceptibilities indicates that Fluorine quenching of the
nonlocal out of plane contribution depends on the position of the substituent. Further, the data
suggest a linear correlation between Xj°nl0Cil and the "CNDO/2-7r-density alternation", which is
used to predict susceptibility anisotropics of Fluorobenzenes and Fluoropyridines not yet mea
sured.
The molecular quadrupole moments are calculated from the Zeeman data and compared with
the experimental values obtained for various fluorosubstituted Pyridines and Benzenes. If the
quadrupole moments perpendicular to the molecular plane are referred to the centers of the six
membered rings and are plotted against the number of Fluoroine substituents, n-p, the plots
closely follow a straight line with identical slopes for the Pyridine- and Benzenefamilies, but with
different intercepts at np = 0. From the "np = 0 intercept" for the Fluorobenzenes we conclude
that the Benzene quadrupole moment proposed earlier by Shoemaker and Flygare should probably
be revised.
Introduction
The present investigation is part of a systematic
study of substitution effects on the magnetic prop
erties of five and six membered rings [1—8]. The
ring currents presumed to flow in the cyclic ^-elec
tronic systems have been used for a long time as
a criterion for aromaticity [9 —15]. In NMR spec
troscopy they manifest themselves in the deshielding of the protons of Benzene or in the large upheld
shifts observed in the series of the Annulenes [16,
17, 18]. However caution is advisable in the infer
ence of aromaticity on the basis of NMR data [18,
19]. For small rings the direct determination of the
molecular susceptibility anisotropics from the molec
ular Zeeman effect is clearly to be preferred [20, 21,
22]. In such an experiment [23, 24] the splittings of
the rotational transitions in the presence of a strong
exterior magnetic field are measured with high pre
cision in the microwave region. In part these split
tings are caused by the anisotropy of the molecular
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susceptibility tensor. This anisotropy causes a field
induced magnetic moment which is not exactly
alligned to the exterior field and thus leads to a
torque on the molecule which perturbs its overall
rotation. With spherical symmetry of space reduced
to axial symmetry around the field axis, the original
M-degeneracy is lifted and the lines split. The direct
observation of the susceptibility anisotropics is one
advantage of our method. An other advantage is
that the experiment is carried out in the gas phase.
Thus a property of the free molecule is measured
with no need for corrections of solvent effects etc.
A second quantity of interest, which may be ob
tained from the molecular parameters determined
in a rotational Zeeman effect study, is the tensor
of the molecular electric quadrupole moment. Mo
lecular quadrupole moments may be of importance
for the close range orientational forces between mol
ecules as for instance in liquids and in dimer forma
tion. In a recent rotational energy transfer experi
ment on OCS, quadrupole type collisional selection
rules were also found of comparable importance as
dipole type selection rules [25, 26]. Although we
believe that the structure of liquids is largely de-
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termined by hard sphere repulsion and that the
elongated attractive potential well of the Van der
Waals forces of the rodlike OCS molecule is the
main origin for the quadrupole type selection rules
observed in rotational energy transfer, it is certainly
desirable to have experimental values for the molec
ular quadrupole moments available at the present
stage of our knowledge of intermolecular inter
actions.
Experimental Section
3-Fluoropyridine (b. p. 105 °C at 752 Torr [27] and
2,6-Difluoropyridine (b.p. 123 °C at 743 Torr [28]

8494.53
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both colourless liquids, were purchased from Pfaltz
and Bauer and PCR Research Chemicals Inc. re
spectively. After a vacuum distillation they were
used without further purification. The zero field
microwave spectra of both compounds have been
previously assigned [29—32]. However, in order to
minimize the effect of experimental uncertainties in
the 14N quadrupole coupling constants and zero
field frequencies, we remeasured the zero field hyper
fine patterns of several low J transitions for both
molecules. A standard microwave spectrometer with
33 kHz square wave Stark effect modulation and
phase stabilized BWOs as radiation sources was
used for these measurements [33, 34]. For both mol-

8498.76

Fig. 1. Typical recorder traces of Zeeman-hyperfine patterns of the Fluoropyridines. Fig. la shows a recording of the
3i3 —
>322 transition in 2,6-Difluoropyridine observed at a field of 22.94 kG. The recording covers the frequency range from
8494.53 MHz (left) to 8498.76 MHz (right). The lower trace shows a computer simulation of this transition with satellite
frequencies and relative intensities calculated from the rotational constants and 14N-quadrupole coupling constants listed
in Table 3, from the g-values and susceptibility anisotropics listed in Table 4 and under the assumption of Lorentzian line
shapes with halfintensity halfwidths of 250 kHz for each individual satellite. The insert shows the orientation of the wave
guide cross section between the tapered poles of the electromagnet. With the electric field vector of the incident microwave
radiation parallel to the exterior field, which very effectively uncouples 14N-spin and overall rotation, Ail/j = 0 and AMi
= 0 selection rules apply [24]. The bar spectrum shows the positions and relative intensities of the individual satellites
with their characterizing m j and mi values given on top.
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9717.6 MHz (right).

ecules collisional line broadening is rather strong as
a result of the fairly large electric dipole moments
( 1 ^ 1 = 0.39 D, 1^1 =2.05 D for 3-Fluoropyridine
[29] and \fib\ = 3-82 D for 2,6-Difluoropyridine [32],
Even at pressures as low as 1 to 10 m Torr in
oversized waveguide absorption cells (inner cross
section: 1 X 5 cm) line widths were on the order of
Avi/2 = 150 kHz (half height halfwidth). With sig
nal to noise ratios, SjN, typically around 30 (see
Fig. 1), the spectroscopic rule of thumb suggests an
upper limit to the experimental uncertainty, <5*>o, in

our frequency determinations,
dvo = |/N]S • Avi/2 ,
which is on the order of 25 to 30 kHz.
The observed zero field frequencies are listed in
Table 1. The data were analysed within the stan
dard rigid rotor approximation. For the calculation
of the frequencies a computer program was written
in which the Hamiltonian matrix is set up in the
coupled basis | j , k , i, f , i f F> [35]. The matrix
factorizes into blocks corresponding to the different
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F values (F = overall angular momentum quantum
number corresponding to rotational angular mo
mentum (J) plus 14N spin (/)). In each such block J
runs from F —I to F + I in steps of one. The eigen
values were obtained by numerical diagonalization.
Our final rotational constants and quadrupole cou
pling constants resulting from a least squares fit [36]
to the observed frequencies are listed in Table 2
(3-Fluoropyridine) and Table 3 (2,6-Difluoropyri
dine).
The microwave spectrometer and high-field elec
tromagnet used in the Zeeman study have been
described previously [37]. For the analysis of the
splittings the Hamiltonian matrix, now including
matrix elements arising from the 14N nuclear Zeeman effect and the first and second order rotational
Zeeman effect was set up in the uncoupled basis
11, M j, J , K, M j). Spin rotation interaction and
anisotropics in the 14N-shielding tensor were ne
glected. Also matrix elements connecting different
rotational states were neglected throughout. Except
for the 22 i and 3i 3 states in 3-Fluoropyridine which
show an accidental close degeneracy and therefore
were not included in the analysis of data, this ap
proximation is excellent for the given experimental
accuracy. The explicit expressions for the nonzero
matrix elements used in the work reported here
have been given previously [38].
With the obtainable resolution (see above) over
lapping of Zeeman-hyperfine satellites was frequent.
In such cases the observed peak frequencies were
assumed to represent the intensity weighted means
of the corresponding satellite frequencies. As an ex
ample in Fig. 1 a (3i3 322 transition in 2,6-Di
fluoropyridine) the peak frequency of the third satel
lite from left was assumed to be the intensity weight
ed means of three satellites denoted by their M j,
Mj numbers, namely - 2 , - 1 [n = 1), —2,0 (n = 2)
and —2,1 (n = 3) and accordingly its shift with
respect to the hypothetical rigid rotor zero field
frequency, z1vPeak, was assumed to equal the inten
sity weighted means of the three corresponding
linear Equations of type
y=a,b,c\ c9w j
SAvn
f dAvn
ZlXi
AX,
\ 0*1

(MIMci w
CO03 COCO

used in the least squares procedure to determine
the corrections Agaa etc. to the initial ^-values and
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Table 2. Rigid rotor rotational constants and 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for 3-Fluoropyridine. Also given
for comparison are the values determined earlier by Sharma and Doraiswamy [30J. Due to the accidental close degeneracy
of the 221 and 3i3 rotational levels, which is associated with quadrupole coupling matrix elements connecting these levels,
X*„ can be determined from the "irregularities" in the hyperfine patterns of the corresponding transitions. Although only
|
is determined from the experiment, the sign is clearly negative. [Rotation of the Pyridine 14N quadrupole coupling
tensor (see G. 0. Sorensen, J. Mol. Spectry 22, 325 (1967).) by 60° (compare Fig. 2b) would lead to
= - 2.73 MHz].
The numbers in brackets give the single standard deviations in units of the least significant figure of the preceeding value.
Sharma et al.
5829.661 (20)
2637.465(7)
1815.648(8)

Rotational constants
A = h/(8 n2I aa)
atoms
Iaa = 2 ™n{bn2 + Cn2)
n
mn = atomic mass of n-th atom
bn, cn = coordinates of n-th atom

^4/MHz
B(MHz

This work
5829.703(9)
2637.499(9)

CIMHz

1815.669(9)

14N quadrupole coupling constants
—eQ
/>n ( 92F h etc.
Xa* =
6a2 /
e —proton charge
Q = 14JJ nuclear quadrupole moment
82F = electronic ground state ex
pectation value of second
da2
derivative of intramolecular
Coulomb potential at position of
14N nucleus caused by the extranuclear charge distribution.

XZJMHz

-0.03(4)

0.06(3)

A»/MHz

- 3.43(7)

3.52(8)

A£/MHz
A»/MHz

3.46(7)
-2.33(23)

3.46(8)

susceptibility anisotropics X i = 2 Xaa —Xbb —Xcc
and
= 2
—X cc —Xaa • The molecular param
eters which can be derived from the Zeeman split
tings are listed in Table 4. The bulk susceptibilites
entering into this analysis were estimated from
Pascals rules using the experimental bulk suscep
tibility for Pyridine
(^Pyridine = - 49.2 • 10"« erg/(G2 mol)) [39J
together with Pascals constants for Fluorine
(Cf = - 6.3 • 10-6 erg/(G2 mol))
Table 3. Rigid rotor rotational constants and 14N nuclear
quadrupole coupling constants for 2,6-Difluoropyridine
resulting from a least squares fit to the frequencies listed
in Table 1. Also given for comparison are the corresponding
values published earlier by Doraiswamv and Sharma [31]
and by Stiefvater [32].

A/MHz
J5/MHz
C/MHz
A'L/MHz
ATt/MHz
AS/MHz

This work

Doraiswamy
et al.

Stiefvater

3747.G80(4)
1905.825(4)
1263.249(4)
1.91(4)
- 4.12(6)
2.21(6)

3747.681(7)
1905.817(3)
1263.246(3)
1.91(14)
- 4.24(4)
2.33(10)

3747.701(8)
1905.832(4)
1263.253(4)
1.82(5)
- 4.16(2)
2.34(5)

and for Hydrogen
(CH = - 2.9 • lO-6 erg/(G2 mol)), [40].
The resulting bulk susceptibilities were assumed to
be accurate only within 10%, to account for the
experimental uncertainties in the Pyridine value,
for the approximative nature of Pascals rules, and
for possible differences between gas phase suscep
tibilities and liquid phase values. The geometries
for the nuclear frames which also enter into the
analysis of the data were taken from the literature
[30, 31]. They correspond to partial ro-structures
and are given in Figure 2.
Discussion
The magnetic criterion for aromaticity from the
molecular Zeeman effect has been discussed in detail
bv Schmalz et al. [20]. Their method involves the
determination of the "nonlocal" contribution to the
out-of-plane magnetic susceptibility by subtraction
of the contribution from "local" atom values. The
latter are empirically determined from a least
squares fit to the susceptibilities of a large set of
open chain molecules whose values are assumed to
be entirely local in nature. The method is described
also in [41].
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Table 4. Diagonal elements of the molecular gr-tensor, anisotropics of the diagonal elements of the magnetic susceptibility
tensor and molecular parameters which can be derived from these Zeeman data, from the bulk susceptibility and from the
structure of the nuclear frame (see Figure 2). In principle two sets of g-values which differ only in sign are compatible with
the observed Zeeman patterns [24, 25]. However the sets with opposite signs may be discarded since they would lead to
unreasonably large quadrupole moments and negative values for the electronic ground state expectation values
electrons
<0| 2 e!|0>.
3-Fluoro
Pyridin

2,6-Difluoropyridin

9aa
ffbb
gcc
AL(2
X
aa
—
Xbb —Xcc)
Molar magnetic susceptibility anisotropics
[10~6erg/(G2mole)]
AL(2 Xbb —Xcc —Xaa)
[10-6erg/(G2mole)]
Xbulk
Molecular quadrupole moments in units of 10-26 esu cm2
Qaa
\fi\ (nuclei
electrons
1
Qaa =
2 (2an2—bn3—cn2) —<0| 2 (2ae2—be2—cE2) 10>j Qbb

- 0.0917(5)
- 0.0476(5)
0.0194 (5)

- 0.0573(6)
- 0.0311(6)
0.0102 (6)

53.3 (8)

48.4(11)

60.5 (7)

51.7(11)

h |e|
[ 2 gaa
16 7i2trip
Magnetic susceptibilities in
units of 10-6 erg/(G2 mole)

Molecular g-values

Gbb 9cc 1
B *"C7

Second moments of the electronic charge distribution in A2
2mc2
2— \7.bb "r Xcc —Xaa)
bb , £cc_
____ V - 1 Q
B ' C

-56.0 (50)
- 0.4(20)

3.2(13)

1.5(22)

- 2.0(18)

- 1.0(30)

Xaa
Xbb
Xcc
2 ZnCn2
n
2 Znbn2
n
I Z nan2
n
<0| 2«e2|0>
E

-34.8 (56)
-32.4 (55)
-90.5(58)
99.7(1)

-39.9 (54)
-38.8(54)
-89.3 (58)
132.2 (1)

74.1 (1)

73.2(1)

0.0 (0)

0.0 (0)

108.0 (24)

140.9 (2o)

<0| 2 be210>
c

81.9 (24)

81.6(24)

<01 2 c£21o>

8.4 (24)

8.7 (24)

(2 Xaa —Xbb ~ Xcc) Qcc

Second moments of the nuclear charge distribution calculated from
the geometry of the nuclear frame given in A2

electrons
0| 2 «*2|0

-52.6 (50)
- 1.2(12)

ffaa

nuclei
2 Znan2

Since the work of Schmalz et al. the set of open
chain molecules available for the determination of
the local atom susceptibilities has increased con
siderably, which has lead to improved local values
[42, 43]. In Table 5 we list those local susceptibilities
which are of relevance here.
In Table 6 we compare experimental and non
local susceptibilities of various aromatic molecules.
Isoprene at the top of the list is included as an ex
ample of an open chain molecule in which quite
generally all components of the susceptibility tensor
are resonable well reproduced by the local model.
For aromatic molecules this is true only for the inplane components.
We will now first present a qualitative discussion
of the difference observed for the nonlocal out-of-

plane susceptibilities of 2-Fluoropyridine [3] and of
3-Fluoropyridine. In the subsequent section we will
demonstrate that a linear relation appears to hold
between the nonlocal out-of-plane susceptibility and
the "jr-density alternation" calculated from the
semiempirical CNDO/2 program [45]. This linear
relation may then be used to predict the suscep
tibilities of the Fluorobenzenes and Fluoropyridines
not yet measured so far.
We now enter the discussion of the difference in
the nonlocal out of plane susceptibilities of 2- and
3-Fluoropyridine. They are not measured directly,
but with two assumptions inherent to the model of
local atom susceptibilities it follows that their dif
ference is equal to the difference of the experimen
tally determined Xcc— [Xaa + X bb)l2 values of the
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Table 6. Comparison of experimental susceptibilities and
susceptibilities calculated within the local model from
atomic increments. The values are given in units of 10~6erg/
(Gauss2 mol). In all cases the c-axis is perpendicular to the
heavy atom plane.
Experimental
Nonlocal
susceptibilities
susceptibilities
—(Xaa + Xbb)/2
= (Xaa + Xbb)!2
= ACC
Xj^ = Xcc
\

(b)
Fig. 2. Structures for 2,6-Difluoropyridine (a) [31] and 3Fluoropyridine (b) [30] used for the analysis of the rota
tional Zeeman effect data. Also indicated is the principal
inertia axes system originating at the molecular centcr of
mass.

Table 5. Increments of local atom magnetic susceptibilities
[24, 42, 43] used for the calculations of Alocal. They are
given in units of 10~6erg/(G2 mol). The Nitrogen values
are based on only one molecule, Nitrosylfluoride (FNO) [44].
Atom
H>c=
s<
— ► N<
FX

y
▲

(Xxx + Xyy)/2 x zz
- 1.70
- 3.54
- 1.70
0
- 7.6

- 2.11
- 7.11
- 14.8
- 4.0
- 5.6

- 35.7a
-52.8

-

1.6
0.3

----- 1| —40.7b
S^
- 90.8

- 2.8
- 39.1

----- 1| - 33.6C
g " N - 84.6

- 1.0
- 38.1

-N
-

- 32.8C
- 86.1

- 0.2
- 39.6

J

—29.4d
- 86.8

- 3.2
- 36.7

^
- 35.2e
«L- - 87.4

- 3.1
- 33.9

—33.6f
90.5

2.0
36.1

39.4'
89.3

1.8
31.5

a T. G. Schmalz, C. L. Norris, and W. H. Flygare, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 95, 7961 (1973).
b D. H. Sutter and W. H. Flygare, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 91,
4063 (1969).
c J. Wiese and D.H.Sutter, Z. Naturforsch. 35 a, 712
(1980).
d J. H. S. Wang and W. H. Flygare, J. Chem. Phys. 52.
5636 (1970).
e D. H. Sutter, Z. Naturforsch. 26a, 1644 (1971).
f this work.
two molecules (see Table 4 and Ref. [3]). The two
assumptions arc
i) The local atom susceptibilities are independent
of the neighbouring atoms [46]. (Within this as
sumption both molecules have identical local
susceptibilities X>°cal and (A^cal + Zj°cal)/2).
ii) Nonlocal (^-electronic ring current) contribu
tions are present only in the out of plane suscep
tibilities, i.e. Xaa = X1™ \ X bb = X ]b°™\ but
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ex.£tes | <rl| £ c|0 > |2

Within this model we conclude from the experi
mental values listed in Table 4 and
X cc — (Xaa + Xbb)l2
= - 52.1 • lO-6 erg/(G2 mol)
for 2-Fluoropyridine that the absolute value of
^nonlocal js ^ g mu sma]ier jn 2-Fluoropyridine than
is its value in 3-Fluoropyridine, with an experimen
tal uncertainty of ±1.1 mu. (In this case the dif
ference of the X"°nlocal-values can be determined
with higher accuracy than the diagonal elements of
the X-tensor themselves whose precision suffers
from the uncertainty in the bulk value). Thus, with
X"conlocal-values on the order of —34 mu (see Ta
ble 6), the nonlocal out of plane susceptibility of
2-Fluoropyridine is quenched about 14% if com
pared to its value in 3-Fluoropyridine.
Since the jr-electrons are probably more localized
in 2-Fluoropyridine than in 3-Fluoropyridine (see
Fig. 3 and Table 7), this result might have been
expected intuitively. It is however also possible to
rationalize it from the theoretical expression for the
out of plane susceptibility which is given in Equa
tion (1).
electrons
Xcc — -2 («e2 + V )
4m c2

2 m2c2
_ j^diamagnetic

EQ — E n
^•paramagnetic

(1)

In Eq. (1) the symbols have the following meanings:
e —electron charge, m = electron mass, c = velocity
of light, a£, bE—a- and ft-coordinates of the e-th
electron,
n
e
0
Ö
h 5bK
e Sa,
= operator corresponding to the c-component of the
electronic angular momentum with respect to the
molecular axes system (see for instance Ref. [24],
Chap. IV).
E n = w-th eigenvalue of the electronic Schrödinger
equation (infinite nuclear mass approxima
tion).
10), | ri) — electronic ground state and n-th excited
state wave functions respectively.
Consideration of "localization" is equivalent to
a discussion of Eq. (1) in terms of matrixelements.
Localization of ^-electrons at certain ring atoms has
little effect on Z^iarnagnetic. (The radiusvectors to the
ring atoms have essentially the same lengths.) We

PYRIDINE

N
©
FLUOROBENZENE

Fig. 3. In a simple picture "resonance" between the dominant valence structures (left) and valence structures which
would correspond to localized double bonds leads to slightly bumpy ti-electron distributions (right) for Pyridine and
Fluorobenzene. Superposition of these to form the .T-system of 2-Fluoropyridine and 3-Fluoropyridine should lead to an
increased bumpiness (localization) in 2-Fluoropyridine and to a smoother, more delocalized, rr-density in 3-Fluoropyridine.
Corresponding to the higher localization of the rr-electrons in 2-Fluoropyridine one would expect a reduced nonlocal (ring
current) contribution to the out of plane component of the susceptibility tensor and this is actually observed.
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0.8
Fig. 4. A plot of the nonlocal contribution to the susceptibility component perpendicular to the molecular plane versus the
calculated CNDO/2-7z-density alternation defined in the text suggests a linear relationship, which may be used to predict
X]1 from calculated CNDO/2 values for Fluorobenzenes and Fluoropyridines not measured so far. Assuming that only
the out-of-plane component of X contains a nonlocal contribution, Table 5 may then be used to predict the complete sus
ceptibility tensors for these molecules.

therefore have to concentrate on XParamagnetic which
partly compensates X*iamagnetic. Since Zc|0> is zero
for wave functions with cylindrical symmetry arround the c-axis [47], all matrixelements in the
perturbation sum would vanish for such wave func
tions and there would be no paramagnetic compen
sation for XpC
iamagnetlc in molecules with completely
delocalized wave functions. A certain bumpiness of
the ground state wave function is therefore essen
tial for the presence of a paramagnetic contribution.
This prompted us to look for a correlation between
the nonlocal out of plane susceptibility and the "jrelectron-density alternation" along the ring. The
latter was calculated within the CNDO/2 approxi
mation [45]. As "yr-density alternation" we have
defined the sum of the absolute values of the pz-

population differences of the neighbouring ring
atoms:
ring atoms
"^-density alternation" = £
| PgJ,. - P g " 1*|
71=1
with n = number of the ring atoms and with the
additional convention
p(0) _ p(6)
PzPl
V*VZ■
In Fig. 4 we present a plot of X°onlocal values
versus the corresponding "jr-density alternations"
defined above. The CNDO/2-populations used in
this plot are listed in Tables 7 and 8.
The susceptibilities are listed in Table 9. Keeping
in mind that the uncertainties in the X"°nlocal-values
are typically on the order of 2 mu, Fig. 4 suggests
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Table 7. CNDO/2 pz-populations for the ring atoms in
Pyridine and several Fluoropyridines. We used POPLE's
CNDO/2 program with its original parametrization [45].
The pz-populations at the i-th ring atom are defined as
occ. orb.
PpzVz —2 2 Icnpz 12»

5

*

^
2

where &nVz is the coefficient of the corresponding pzorbital in the n-th molecular orbital and where the sum
runs over all occupied orbitals.
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4

5

0.963 1.055 0.976

1.031

0.976

1.055

1.014 1.014

1.006

1.006

1.031
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1.086
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'N'
0
1.066 0.957
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1.031
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1.036 0.957

0
0.939 1.111 0.939
6
1.116 0.927
0

1.082 0.928

1.060 0.937

1.044 0.990
o
1.046 1.001

1.087 0.967

1.061

1.006

1.142 0.917

1.142

.

1.005 0.994 1.015 0.981

o
0.917 1.142 0.917
o
1.166 0.908
o

1.106 0.908

-

1.106 0.908

.
1.099 0.967
1.094 0.937

1.080 0.922

1.080 0.937

1.118 0.943

1.118

0.967

1.020 1.044 1.044

1.020 1.036

1.036

1.093 0.995

1.021

0.995

o
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1.025 1.025 0.985

1.041 0.985
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o
----------------------------------------------- O
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Table 8. CNDO/2 ^-populations for the ring atoms of
several Fluorobenzene (see also Table 7). They are used to
calculate the "CND0/2-^:-density alternation" defined in
the text. See also Figure 4
.
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Table 9. Experimental susceptibilities (left) and susceptibilities predicted from the local model and from the correlation
between the nonlocal contribution to the out of plane susceptibility and the "CNDO/2-.-r-densitv alternation" shown in
Fig. 4 (right). The local values are calculated from Table 5. All values are in units of 10~6 erg/(G2 mol). For the seven
molecules listed at right no experimental values are available at present. Their susceptibilities are predicted under the
assumption that only the out of plane component contains a nonlocal contribution. The latter is predicted from the cal
culated "CND0/2-7r-density alternation" (see Tables 7 and 8) according to Figure 4. We expect our predictions to be ac
curate within 2 • 10-6 erg/(G2 mol). For the references see Table 6 and the list at the end of this contribution. The Pyridine
susceptibilities given here correspond to meanvalues calculated from the experimental data of Pyridine-N15, PjTidine-N14
and of Paradeuteropyridine-N14 and thus differ slightly from the values given in Table 0.
^experimental
J^local

^"predicted
^_ J^local^

"^predicted
J^local

- 35.9
- 37

-

97.2
59

- 49*

-

- 45.9
43

-

97.0
62

- 49*

- 103*
- 66

- 46.4
- 43

- 100.7
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0

55*

- 108*
- 69

- 30.1
-2 6

-

: 6

61*

- 110*
- 71

- 35.2
- 32

- 87.4
- 54

Ö

- 67*

115*
76

- 33.6
- 32

-

90.5
54

Ö

- 39.4
- 38

-

89.3
57

^experimental
'II

o p

Q

o

f

o

0

C

. 0

-

r

.

87.5
50

' 0

r

Ör
f

f

k ^

'

- 32*

- 38*

a linear relationship between X£conlocal and the
"CNDO/2-7i-density alternation" defined above. We
have used this linear relationship to predict suscep
tibilities of Fluorobenzenes and Fluoropyridines
which have not yet been investigated by the rota
tional Zeeman effect technique. To this end we used
the calculated P^^-values to interpolate the non
local contribution to Xcc from the least squares
straight line in Figure 4. The susceptibilities were
then calculated under the assumption that only Xcc
contains a nonlocal contribution. The results are
marked by an asterisk in Table 9. We note that sus
ceptibility anisotropy obtained that way for Ben

-

98*
66

54

95*
57

zene is considerably higher than the value of —53.9
£ 2 .5 rau deduced by Buckingham and coworkers
from Cotton-Mouton effect experiments [48]. We
believe that our arguments concerning this differ
ence [6] still hold.
We now turn to the discussion of the out of plane
components of the molecular electric quadrupole
moments, Qx = Qcc = Qzz■Figure 5, together with
the theoretical expression for the quadrupole mo
ment (see Eq. (2)) suggests that a linear relation
between Q± and the number of Fluorine substituents
might hold to a good approximation if all Q±'s are
referred to the center of the six membered ring.
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Fig. 5. Within a simplified model one might expect the out
of plane component of the molecular electric quadrupole
moment to depend linearity on the number of Fluorine
substituents, , provided it is referred to the center of the
ring. In that case shifts of electron charge along the perim
eter of the ring, such as were discussed in the context of the
nonlocal out of plane susceptibility, should have very little
effect on Q since they leave rra2= xn2+ Vn2 essentially
unchanged.
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Fig. C. In this Figure we show plots cf the out of plane component of the molecular electric quadrupole moments for the
Fluoropyridines studied so far. All quadrupole moments arc referred to a coordinate system with its origin at the center of
the ring. With experimental uncertainties typically on the order of three units (see Table 4 and Ref. [d] and [e] of Table 6)
postulation of a linear relationship between Qx and the number of Fluorine substituents may appear to lack a sound ex
perimental foundation. We note however that the least squares straight lines drawn through the experimental data and
drawn through the values calculated within the CNDO/2 approximation [51, 52] closely parallel and that the data obtained
for the Fluorobenzenes (see Fig. 7) rend further credit to a linear relationship.
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Qzz =

nuclei
Vv2)
2
2
electrons
-(0
2 (2ze2 - X e2 -ye2)

(2)

Zv= atomic number of r-th nucleus, xv,y v,z v= co
ordinates of v-th nucleus, xe,y e, ze = coordinates of
e-th electron.
The $ 22-values referred to the center of the ring
are obtained from those experimentally determined,
Qezfp, which are referred to the molecular principal
inertia axes system, by the transformation
Qx = Q!zp + /4 XPAx -f /4*P A y,

(3)

where Ax and Ay are the coordinates of the center
of the ring referred to the principal inertia axes
system and where /z®xp and /UyXVare the components
of the molecular electric dipole moment. The ex
perimental values are calculated from the Zeeman
data via [49].
2gz
hI
Qxx
9yy
Br
By
16 n 2mp B7
2 mc2
{2 XZZ~ X XX~X yy}

with h = Planck's constant, m = electron mass,
mp = proton mass, c = velocity of light, Bx , By,
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Fig. 7. The out of plane molecular electric quadrupole moments of the Fluorobenzenes obviously closely follow a linear
relationship if referred to the center of the Benzene ring and if plotted against the number of Fluorine substituents. Again
we also give quadrupole moments calculated from CNDO/2 wave functions as described in [51, 52]. Note that the slopes
of the least squares straight lines are essentially identical for the Fluoropvridines (Fig. 6) and the Fluorobenzenes with an
increment of approximately 3.2 units per Fluorine substitution.
The experimental values are taken from Ref. [6, 7, 53, 55] and, if necessary, were transformed to the center of the ring
according to Eq. (3) of the text.
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Bz — rotational constants, gxx, gyy, gzz and X xx,
Xyy, Xzz = diagonal elements of the g- and X-Tensors resp. (The experimental quadrupole moments
should come close to the vibrationally averaged
ground state expection values as discussed for in
stance in Ref. [50].)
Note that charge shifts along the perimeter of the
ring, leaving r n2 = xn2 + yn2 constant, do not change
the value of Q±.
In Fig. 6 we show such a plot of Qx versus the
number of Fluorine substituents for the Fluoro
pyridines measured so far. Note that the least suquares straight line closely parallels the line cal
culated from the extension of Poples CNDO/2 pro
gram described in [51, 52]. In Fig. 7 the correspond
ing plot is shown for the Fluorobenzenes with ex
perimental data from the rotational Zeeman effect
and the electrical field gradient birefringence meth
ods combined. With the slopes in Fig. 6 and 7 prac
tically identical, resulting in an (^-increment
+ 3.2 • 10-26 esu cm2 for each Fluorine substitution,
we think that the Benzene quadrupole moment de

termined by Vrbancich and Ritchie [53] is essen
tially correct and that the value proposed earlier by
Shoemaker and Flygare [54] on the basis of the
rotational Zeeman effect value for Fluorobenzene
[55] should be revised.
In this context we would like to state that we
think that the theoretical considerations presented
by Shoemaker and Flygare are basically correct and
that the discrepancy is caused by the experimental
uncertainties of the Fluorobenzene data. The n? = 0
intercept of the least squares straight line shown in
Fig. 7 is still within the single standard deviation
of the Shoemaker/Flygare prediction. To settle this
problem we plan to redo the rotational Zeeman
effect study of Fluorobenzene with increased pre
cision.
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